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Natural gas is frozen into LNG for shipping at this Sakhalin Energy plant. Denis Grishkin

Russia shipped a fifth of its overall liquefied natural gas production to Japan last year,
in addition to the originally planned volume, as a response to the nuclear plant emergency
there, a Gazprom-controlled company said Saturday.

"We responded in a timely manner to the energy needs of our neighbor, which dramatically
rose last year in view of the devastating tsunami and the Fukushima disaster," Andrei
Galayev, chief of the Sakhalin Energy consortium, said in a report. "The company promptly
provided assistance by delivering extra cargoes of LNG to Japanese buyers to cover their
energy shortfall."

It additionally supplied 2 million tons of the gas converted to a liquid by special equipment
that cooled it to far below the freezing point, making it fit for loading onto tankers.
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About a quarter of that amount came in addition to its original plans for output, while it
diverted the rest from other customers, the company said.

Also owned by Royal Dutch Shell and Japan's Mitsui and Mitsubishi, Sakhalin Energy
produced 10.7 million tons of LNG last year.

Then-Prime Minister Vladimir Putin offered to boost the deliveries after a tsunami crippled
and shutdown the Fukushima plant in March last year.

All in all, 7.4 million tons, or 69.5 percent of total production, went to Japan last year,
according to the company's sustainable development report.

Japan on May 5 switched off its last nuclear reactor for maintenance and tests against
earthquakes and tsunamis, leaving the country without atomic power for the first time since
1970.

Until the Fukushima meltdown, nuclear power plants accounted for 30 percent of all energy
generated in Japan. Ministers have predicted blackouts.

Japan has again requested additional volumes for this year, Sakhalin Energy said, without
specifying the amount.

The company also disclosed that it managed to increase the capacity of its LNG plant by 11
percent to meet the bigger demand. It performed "debottlenecking and equipment
adjustments" to step beyond the designed output of 9.6 million tons per year, the report said.

Galayev said the most important milestone for Sakhalin Energy, which broke even in March,
was the start of gas deliveries to the domestic market. The gas — received by the government
as royalty — goes to the power plant of Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, the island's capital, and into
Gazprom's Sakhalin to Vladivostok pipeline.

Sakhalin Energy also produced 5.76 million tons (45 million barrels) of oil last year. One more
country, Indonesia, joined the club of the crude's buyers.
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